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Abstract—A robots simulation system is a basis
need for any robotics application. With it, developers
teams of robots can test their algorithms and make
initial calibrations without risk of damage to the real
robots, assuring safety. However, build these simulation
environments is usually a time-consuming work, and
when considering robot fleets, the simulation reveals to
be computing expensive. With it, developers building
teams of robots can test their algorithms and make
initial calibrations without risk of damage to the real
robots, assuring safety. An omnidirectional robot from
the 5DPO robotics soccer team served to test this ap-
proach. The modeling issue was divided into two steps:
modeling the motor’s non-linear features and modeling
the general behavior of the robot. A proper fitting of
the robot was reached, considering the velocity robot’s
response.

Index Terms—Mobile robotics, Robotics Modeling,
Robotics Simulation

I. Introduction
Mobile robotics is waking up a high-level interest in

different applications such as military issues, search and
rescue, cleaning, inspection, or even some research areas,
such as robotics soccer, whose researchers use to test new
approaches or algorithms performance.

However, although mobile robots reduce their complex-
ity to three degrees of freedom (DoF), which is smaller
when compared with most of the manipulators, the control
problem continues a high-demanding task [1]. Some en-
vironments could become particularly complexes and dy-
namics, filled with robot fleets or other moving bodies that
could not share information, increasing the environment
unpredictability.

Mobile robots may have different kinds of traction.
The most commons are differential traction, tricycle, and
omnidirectional. The omnidirectional robots offer a higher
degree of freedom and could present a topology of three
or four wheels (rarely more) or MECANUM [1], [2].
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Figure 1. Robot from 5DPO robotics soccer team

All robots have got to be well-calibrated before being
used in real situations because of their unique features
related to kinematics and dynamics constraints. Examples
of these calibration parameters are the robots’ controllers,
such as the wheels speed controllers, and the position
or trajectory controller. However, these calibration issues
could be dangerous due to the system instability region,
which could still be unknown and time-expensive to ac-
quire. Therefore an initial simulation approach to calibrate
these parameters and preview the instability regions before
testing the algorithms into a real robot looks easier and
safer.
Otherwise, finding a full simulation model of a robot

is hard, and its usage is computationally intensive [3],
bringing no simulation advantages, once the computer
cannot compute the simulation model in real-time.
Therefore, this paper intends to report an easier robot

modeling strategy for simulation issues, using iterative
algorithms such as the steepest descendant [4] or RPROP
[5], basing on real robotics behavior samples. This case
study was applied to an omnidirectional robot from
robotics soccer 5DPO team [6], illustrated on Fig. I.
Section II references the previously done work to develop

a simulation model of the robots of the 5DPO robotics
soccer team. After, section III divides the modeling issues
into two main components and describe them theoretically.



The following section describes the modeling strategy, and
section V discusses the results. Finally, section VI does an
overview of the done work and leaves some future work for
better validation of the gotten results.

II. Related work
Other authors did previous works to model older ver-

sions of robots of the 5DPO robotics soccer team to dif-
ferent issues, namely, to simulate, to test and to design dif-
ferent kinds of algorithms in a controlled environment [7],
and to design robot’s controllers [8], [9].

Conceição et al. [8], [10], [11] modeled a four-wheeled
omnidirectional robot. To reach the full model of the
robot, they divided this problem in two main steps,
estimate the linear model of the motor and model the
kinematic and dynamic model of the robot. In the first
step, they approximated the motor’s model using tech-
niques based on the minimum square estimator and the
variation of the instrumental variable [8]. In the second
step, they estimated the non-linear features of the robots,
using three different but complementary strategies: (i)
estimation considering the velocity in steady-state, (ii)
null traction, and (iii) the moment of inertia. However,
although they got a full and precise model of the robot
with these approaches, the resulting model is very complex
and computing demanding to simulate, besides the high
effort and many measures needed in order to obtain the
model.

Later, Caldas [7] assembled a three-wheeled omnidirec-
tional robot for simulation in the SimTwo simulator [12],
using a descriptive model to characterize the real robot
features. This approach is characteristic of the simulator,
and the robot’s features are described into an XML file,
using descriptive tags. For some specific parameters, such
as the moment of inertia, controller’s gains, and friction,
he used a similar approach to Conceição et al [8], [10],
[11]. Because of his complete approach to characterize the
robot, the simulation was too compute-intensive, and good
results were hard to reach.

Besides the SimTwo, there are other robotics simulators
more commonly used. Examples of them are Gazebo [13],
or V-REP (now formally CoppeliaSim) [14]. However,
SimTwo [12] is a free and open-source1 robotics simulation
software. It models the robots using descriptive tags in an
XML file, which allows easy robots and environment de-
sign, and accessible parameters and controllers calibration.
Each robot is composed of physical bodies interconnected
through joints, which can have electrical motors with well-
defined controllers. ODE library [15] powers the whole sim-
ulation environment that can communicate with external
plugins to reach high-level decision algorithms or artificial
intelligence, or execute simulator embedded scripts.

This work intends to create a simulation model for
SimTwo, using Caldas’ principles [7] and a simplified

1https://github.com/P33a/SimTwo

methodology to parametrize robot dynamics for simula-
tion.

III. Model components
It is possible to divide the architecture of any robot

into two main components: the kinematic model and the
dynamic model. The kinematic model tries to characterize
the robot through its constructive particularities, usually,
the type and the geometry of its traction system. Other-
wise, the dynamic model characterizes the robot’s physics
properties through differential equations. Some examples
of these properties are the effect of inertia and the friction
in the robot behavior.
For small robots that move slowly, the usage of just their

kinematics models usually is sufficient. However, for more
heavy robots that move fast, the dynamics complicate the
control of the robots. So, for the situation of the Medium
Size League (MSL) robotics soccer robots2, the simulation
should consider the robots’ dynamics.
The mobile robot identified on Fig. I, and schematically

represented of Fig. 2, is a three-wheeled omnidirectional
robot. The wheels are distributed in 120o spacing angles
and distanced of 19.5 cm (d) from the center of the robot.
Considering these features, the kinematic model of the
robot is the conversion between the robot’s velocity to the
wheels’ velocity, as illustrated in (1), that refers to Fig. 2,
where v1, v2, and v3 are the instantaneous velocities of the
three omnidirectional wheels, v, vn, and ω are the norm
of the vectors represented on Fig. 2 and d is the shorter
distance between the wheel and the geometric center of
the robot.v1

v2
v3

 =

 sin(π3 ) cos(π3 ) d
− sin(π3 ) cos(π3 ) d

0 −1 d

 ·
 vvn
ω

 (1)

The dynamic model of the robot was exhaustively
studied and characterized by Scolari [8]. For a simplified
dynamic model, with a reasonable fit to the real robot
behavior, it was enough to consider Newton’s laws for
the dynamics of linear and angular movement [16], the
dynamics of DC motors and the used speed controllers.

IV. Robot modeling
For starting the modeling process, it was considered the

simulation robot designed by Pedro Relvas [17] and the
measures made by Nascimento et al. [18] (table II) for a
preceding version of this robot. Some of the parameters
were started with the parameters informed by the manu-
facturer (table I).
The calibration procedure was divided into two parts.

In the first part, the motor’s parameters were estimated,
concerning just their independent behavior. After, the
missing parameters, such as the wheels PID gains and
the moment of inertia, were estimated using the global
behavior of the robot.

2https://msl.robocup.org/
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Figure 2. Three wheels omnidirectional robot schematics. ~v, ~vn and ~ω
are the linear, linear orthogonal and angular velocities of the robot,
v1, v2 and v3 are the linear velocities of the wheels and d is the
distance between the wheels and the geometric centre of the robot.
xr, yr and θ are the positions of the robot relative to the global frame.

Table I
Parameter of motors, reduction gear and encoder from

their datasheets

Description Value Unit
Reduction gear 1:12

Motor resistance (Ri) 0, 317 Ω
Motor electric constant (K) 0, 0302 N·m/A

Encoder 256 PPR

Table II
Starting parameter of the robot for simulation

Description Measure Unit
Robot weight 26,2 kg
Wheels weight 0,660 kg
Wheels radius 0,0513 m

Inertia moment in x axis 0,629 kg·m2

Inertia moment in y axis 0,658 kg·m2

Inertia moment in z axis 0,705 kg·m2

A. Motors’ dynamical model
The case study’s robot has three DC brushed motors,

whose steady-state voltage-current model is approximated
through (2). In this equation, u(t) and i(t) are the voltage
and the current in the motor, and ωm(t) is the motor
angular speed. The other parameters are characteristics
of the motor, where Ri is the internal resistance, and Ke

is the constant of the electromotive force.

u(t) = Ri · i(t) +Ke · ωm(t) (2)

In the same way, the dynamic model of the model
can be described through Newton’s laws for the rotation
movement. Beside that, it is known that the sum of applied

Figure 3. Friction approximation through a linear function, consid-
ering the steady-state of the motors under different voltages, with
them “in the air” (multiple color bullets – different essays in different
wheels).

torque is the moment of inertia, J , times the angular
acceleration, dωm

dt (3). In this equation, Kt is the torque
constant, and Fc and Bv are the Coulomb and the viscous
frictions, respectively.

J · dωm
dt = Kt · i(t)−Bv · ωm(t)− Fc (3)

The equation (4) gives the full model of the robot, in
the absence of external forces, relating the two previous
equations, considering that Ke = Kt (in the international
system of units) and that, in the steady state, there are
no acceleration, J · dωm

dt = 0. This equation states a
linear relationship in the motor behavior that allows the
determination of Bv and Fc through linear approximation.

u(t) =
(
Ri ·Bv
Kt

+Kt

)
· ωm + Ri · Fc

Kt
(4)

Once (4) represents the dynamics of the motor in the
absence of external forces, to estimate the two friction used
in this equation, it should follow a strategy that minimizes
the interference of these forces. A typical procedure to do
it is to observe the behavior of each motor individually. In
this case, the robot was suspended, eliminating the contact
of the wheels with the floor. The motor’s set corresponds
to the set of the motor, gearbox, and wheel. To compute
both kinds of frictions, we carried out multiple essays in
the different motors with many voltages in the motor’s
range (0 – 24 V), measuring the related speed. After that,
we searched a rule, through linear approximation, which
best fits the dots, as shown in Fig. 3. The results show
a good approximation for Bv = 0, 0324 N·m/rad/s and
Fc = 0, 036735 N·m.



B. Estimation of PID gains and robot’s inertia moment
Usually, when unknown, due to the complexity of this

kind of system, parameters such as the motor’s controllers
gains, the moment of inertia, or wheels friction are hard
to calculate. Because of this, instead of computing them
through analytical or experimental methods, iterative
computing optimization algorithms tried to approximate
the behavior between the real and the simulated robot’s
response. Different optimization algorithms could be used,
but resilient propagation [5] or steepest descendant per-
formed well in optimizing a cost function as the minimum
square error function (5). In this equation, n is the number
of sampling points, x̂i is the simulator’s response, to
minimize, and xi is the real robot’s response, from the
robot essay.

Fc = 1
n
·
n∑
i=1

(x̂i − xi)2 (5)

Due to the high complexity of the robot and its unknown
or non-parameterizable features, we attempted to approx-
imate the PID controllers of the simulated robot through
a virtual controller, which instead of only approximate the
real controllers’ behavior, also tries to approximate other
features of the robot. Therefore, to compute these virtual
PID controllers gains, and the robot’s moment of inertia,
the resilient propagation (RPROP) algorithm optimized
the goal function of (5). As an input for the estimation
procedure, we considered a pure angular movement exci-
tation signal, as represented in figure 4. In both cases, the
excitation signals were selected to ensure some excitability,
without low amplitude velocities, keeping far from motors’
dead zone, and avoiding motors’ speed saturation. The
duration of each step was selected to ensure that the
motors achieve the steady-state, avoiding a long time in
this state, maximizing the global time in transient states,
the most interesting ones for these issues. Finally, once the
essays in the real robot have a restricted area, the total
time and the general robot’s movement were selected to
ensure the robot keeps inside the available area.
Attempting to simplify the approximation method, and

avoiding to change wrong parameters, the approximation
process was executed in small steps. First of all, the
RPROP algorithm searched for the best controller gains,
minimizing (5), for the virtual PID controllers, considering
the response of the real robot to the velocity references
of Fig. 4. Once in this excitation signal, the velocity of
the wheels is small, the robot avoids the acceleration
limitation effect, optimizing better the controllers’ gains.
The results reports the good fit reached with this approxi-
mation and the controller gains converged to kp = 0.06472,
ki = 0.043796 and kd = 0, considering the controller
transfer function described in (6).

C(s) = kp + ki
s

+ kd · s (6)

Figure 4. Angular movement excitation model

In the second iteration, we keep the same velocities
reference excitation signal (Fig. 4) attempting to optimize
the moment of inertia in the z-axis. Once finished the ap-
proximation process, the simulated robot behavior seems
as shown in the graphics of Fig. 5, with a robot’s moment
of inertia in the robot’s z axis of 1.1 kg·m2.

Figure 5. Inertia and virtual PID controllers values optimization to
approximate the simulated robot response to the real robot response
(blue – reference, red – real robot response, green – simulated robot
response).

V. Results
Although the results in the section IV show that there

is proper general fitting for the reached results, an extra
validation of them is still essential.
Concerning the estimation of the wheels’ friction, we

used a standard method through linear approximation.



The response illustrated in Fig. 6 validates that approxi-
mating a set of samples that relates the wheel’s velocity to
the applied voltage through a linear function to estimate
Coulomb and viscous frictions is a good strategy. However,
it is possible to observe a slight deviation between the
estimated wheels’ model in the section IV-A (Fig. 3) and
the response got from the simulated robot, due to non-
modeled and unpredictable phenomena in the real robots,
such as the floor imperfections, wheels imperfections, slip-
page, and others.

Figure 6. Validation of the wheels’ friction model

Moreover, despite the results reached in the responses of
Fig. 5 do not fit equally on the robot behavior, it is possible
to consider that we reached a good approximation of the
robot to simulation. Extra noise and oscillations could be
related to non-modelable features such as the slippage.

For validating the reached results, it was considered
a second excitation model with linear velocity in the
robot v component (Fig. 7). Differently of the excitation
model considered previously (Fig. 4), the model keeps the
robot movement near the saturation (avoiding it), which
becomes visible since the maximum acceleration limitation
configured to 61.09 rad/s2.
Because of wheel slip problems, the real robot was

limited to acceleration, and the simulated robot’s response
reaches a very close fit to the real ones (Fig. 8) even with
this limitation.

VI. Conclusions
This work attempts to estimate a general robot model

of a robot of the 5DPO robotics soccer team for SimTwo
simulator software [12]. The robot parameters were ini-
tialized with the computed value for previous versions of
this robot, due to their similarities. Then a first-order
system approached the motor and wheel assembly through
linear approximation. Finally, an iterative algorithm ap-
proximates the global robot behavior using a sample of

Figure 7. Linear movement excitation model in the v robot axis

Figure 8. Validation of the simulated robot response using a linear
front and back movement (blue – reference, red – real robot response,
green – simulated robot response).

the response of the real robot to an excitation model, op-
timizing the motor’s velocity controller gains and robot’s
moment of inertia.
Although the good results reached in this robot model-

ing strategy, extensive validation of the simulation robot
needs to be done, using other excitation signals and move-
ment variability. These tests should contemplate other
movements of the robot, such as lateral displacements and
mixed displacements and rotations in all directions.
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